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Nowadays marketing competition in China is coming into an intensive period. 
We are not only facing into the competition from domestic counterparts but also 
foreign industry counterparts. Under such a condition, maintaining and strengthening 
relationship with consumers is more and more important than ever before. By offering 
valuable products or services to consumers during which value creates movement, 
sales target is achieved, value marketing may improve creating value of enterprises to 
consumers via this way, and the improving perceived value of consumers can transfer 
the attention on products price to products value, so that war price could be avoided in 
the same industry. Value for consumers is not only created but also profit gain in 
enterprises. 
 
By studying the past literature and theory of value marketing in this essay, we 
made an sales and marketing analysis on Solbar Ningbo, competitors, and consumers, 
and further established marketing value system of Solbar Ningbo based on analysis 
result and related theory. With reference to this value marketing system, we designed 
and analyzed the sales and marketing strategies in Solbar Ningbo. The result presents 
three advantages to enterprises via value marketing：1. Strengthen relationship with 
customers, from simple buyer-seller relationship to strategic partner; 2. Gain full 
value of commodities and avoid price war; 3. Achieve higher profit and can share the 
results with customers together taken from commodity value. Value marketing is 
deeply described on aspects of system establishment, essential conditions, commodity 
value discovery, implementing method, so that the original intention of value 
marketing can be used for reference by China enterprises. 
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